RESEARCH PROGRAMS
• Applied Plant Systems
• Bioenergy Systems
• Biomedical Engineering
• Chemistry
• Integrated Agronomic Systems
• Materials Sciences (MRSEC)
• Minority Health Disparities
• Nanohybrid Functional Materials
• Nanotechnology Coordinated Infrastructure
• Redox Biology
• Sustainability of Civil Infrastructure
• Systems Biology
• Unmanned Systems
• Virology

APPLICATION OPENS: NOVEMBER 15, 2018
www.unl.edu/summerprogram

2019 Nebraska Summer Research Program

This 10-week residential summer research program provides mentoring and research experiences while allowing scholars to preview graduate school life. Students with a strong interest in graduate programs are particularly encouraged to apply.

STIPEND RANGE: $5,000-$6,000
START DATE: JUNE 2, 2019
END DATE: AUGUST 8, 2019
Workshops:
- GRE PREP
- WRITING YOUR PERSONAL STATEMENT
- APPLYING TO GRAD SCHOOL
- GRAD STUDENT AND FACULTY PANELS
- CREATING A RESEARCH POSTER
- RESEARCH ETHICS

Benefits:
- SUITE-STYLE HOUSING
- ON-CAMPUS MEAL PLAN
- TRAVEL COSTS INCLUDED
- PROFESSIONAL AND ACADEMIC NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

Building Community:
- ENJOY SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
- TAKE GUIDED OUTDOOR ADVENTURES
- VISIT THE OMAHA HENRY DOORLY ZOO
- ATTEND JAZZ IN JUNE
- JOIN AN INTRAMURAL TEAM
- CLIMB AT THE OUTDOOR ROCK WALL
- RENT A BIKE AND EXPLORE LINCOLN
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